A weekly update from the world of Halbro and Raging Bull Sportswear
MESSAGE FROM FERGUS FARRELL

SALES MAN AGER F OR HA L BRO A N D R AG I N G BU L L SP OR TSW EA R

Firstly I want to say a big thank you to everyone who has shown support for the
Raging Bull-etin / Halbro Weekly. We have been blown away by the positive
feedback from everyone.
This week we are featuring a couple of new additions to the #CLUBRAGINGBULL
and #TEAMHALBRO. I hope that you enjoy reading this, and please don’t forget to
check out the previous bulletins and give them a share on your social media!
Please make sure to check out the Doddie Masks that can be purchased in singles,
or get in touch if you need bespoke masks for your teams, schools, businesses etc.
These have been extremely popular and with the quick lead times and free design
service, you can get your orders in rapidly with us.
Stay safe everyone!

Week 30 | WELCOME ABOARD!

GOAL DIGGERS FC join #TEAMHALBRO!
I am massively proud to welcome aboard Goal Diggers FC.

Goal Diggers FC (GDFC) was founded in 2015 because founder
Fleur Cousens was fed up of being told football was a man’s
game. The main aim of GDFC is to show that football doesn’t
need to be gendered – football is a sport for everyone. In order to
make GDFC as inclusive and accessible as possible, membership
prices are kept low and teams are based on availability instead of
ability, with matches being open to all members on a first sign up
basis. This fosters a uniquely encouraging environment free from
the inter-player rivalry that comes with ability based selection.
We're now 200 members who play in 7 different leagues across
London, with 13 different squads playing matches each week.
GAIA
KIT MANAGER
As you can with such a huge number of players, they have taken
advantage of the online stores we run at Halbro – check out the
Goal Diggers FC store here. This saves a club of this size having to
hold £1000’s of stock, and it also allows them to generate cash
back for the club, but also take a look at the fundraising LGBT(ees!)
– where profits here going to UK Black Pride.
All the Team at Halbro are delighted to have Goal Diggers on board and wish them all the very best of luck in the coming season!

PERSONALISED
WORKWEAR
With companies now all getting back in business, we
wanted to offer out some brilliant offers for these classic
workwear bundles. Ideal for small or large businesses,
free embroidery badge set up and design service.

BUNDLE ONE

£125

BUNDLE TWO

£500

Check out two bundles we will be running through until
the end of August. These will also be featured on our
social media platforms - so make sure to get in touch
with your local Sales Manager here to beat the rush!
If these are not quite what you are looking for, we can
tailor something specific to your needs!

WIDE VARIETY OF COLOURS AVAILABLE

